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Editorial
“Digitalization is the future of the insurance industry
and of customer relations.”
Connectivity, digital, Internet, Intranet, mobile apps: these words have become part of our everyday language. While these tools are actually not
new, they have led to profound changes in society, both for individuals and businesses.
In terms of innovation, Groupe Mutuel has always played a leading role. This is reflected not only in the company’s strategy, but also in the
development and practical integration of these new technologies. This challenge is particularly acute for our insurance environment where the
amount of information to process is increasing in step with the changing needs and expectations of insured members.

Karin Perraudin
and Paul Rabaglia

The number of invoices has doubled in 10 years, increasing by one million and a half between 2015 and 2016. Therefore, no less than 18 million
invoices were processed by Groupe Mutuel for the last year only. These figures show that an efficient health system is essential to be able to
respond to the women, men and children requiring access to healthcare, such as for an X-ray, an appointment at the doctor’s or a stay in hospital.

“A close relationship requires trust
and trust requires a close relationship.
Today, new technologies and digitalization
help to develop this relationship.”

Each of these persons has expectations and questions: will my treatment be covered? How long will it take for my invoice to be refunded? Can I
get an overall view of my claims? To respond to these questions, digitizing our services is a considerable asset. With these effective tools, we are
able to become more efficient by reducing our costs while strengthening our customer relationships. Digitalization is the future of the insurance
industry and of customer relations.
During the past 10 years, we have set up a high-performance online communication and information platform that now allows us to handle every
claim rapidly and accurately. As an insurer, our role is not only to process claims as such, but also to put forward solutions designed to enhance
our relationship and dialogue with our insured members.
Technological performance offers undeniable quality. Our leading position in terms of digitalization stems not only from our ability to adjust to an
ever-changing sector but proves also that we are leading the way with determination. Although these developments are managed efficiently, they
aim above all to serve our insured members by providing them with additional support.
In this spirit, this Activity Report 2016 will outline the meaning behind our digitalization approach with a view to showing our insured members that
we are by their side, here, right now, and in the future.

Karin Perraudin
President
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Paul Rabaglia
Chief Executive Officer

Speech

“No company can remain competitive and
close to its customers without becoming
involved in digitalization. This is especially
true for an insurer. For this reason,
Groupe Mutuel will continue to invest in its
applications, enhancing them with features
that are both practical and innovative.”

Key figures

Health insurance

2016

2015

1,268,054 *

1,227,332*

Gross AOS/OKP premiums (in CHF thousands)

4,477,177

4,162,305

Gross LCA/VVG premiums (in CHF thousands)

616,824

607,614

-1,291

-127,135

25.93%

28.22%

2016

2015

716,443

627,306

88,621

85,798

2016

2015

241,885

220,804

2016

2015

80,414

69,645

2016

2015

833,887

773,493

65,482

63,317

931

929

2.75%

5.0%

115.0%

115.6%

2016

2015

860,516

812,867

79,150

80,569

Number of affiliated companies

1,757

1,703

Yields on old-age retirement savings

2.75%

5.0%

117.8%

118.1%

Number of AOS/OKP insured persons
1

2

Annual result (in CHF thousands)
Total equity ratio
Life insurance - Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA
Balance sheet (in CHF thousands)
Premiums (in CHF thousands)
Daily allowance insurance
LAMal/KVG and LCA/VVG gross premiums (in CHF thousands)
Employees

Full-time equivalents

2016

2015

2016

2015

2,122

2,037

1,868

1,812

Accident insurance
Gross premiums (in CHF thousands)
Occupational benefits - Mutuelle Valaisanne de Prévoyance
Balance sheet (in CHF thousands)
Premiums (in CHF thousands)
Number of affiliated companies
Yields on old-age retirement savings
Coverage ratio
Occupational benefits - Groupe Mutuel Prévoyance-GMP
Balance sheet (in CHF thousands)

Service centres

Premiums (in CHF thousands)

Agencies

2016

2015

2016

2015

5

5

34

34

Coverage ratio
1 AOS/OKP: Compulsory health insurance

2 LCA/VVG: Federal Law on Insurance Contracts

* Annual average number of insured members. As at 1 January 2017, the number of persons having taken out compulsory insurance (AOS/OKP) with a Groupe Mutuel health insurer is 1,235,583.
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Digitalization
Greater proximity to our customers

All economic sectors are required to undergo a digital transformation
and the insurance industry is no exception. Philippe Buthey, Chief
Information Officer of Groupe Mutuel, oversees the implementation
of the company’s digital strategy. Every day, he gets to witness the
issues related to this transformation and monitors the company’s
efforts to adjust to the digital paradigm. He and his dynamic team
of specialists conversant with new technologies respond to these
changes by developing high-performing tools, within a rapidly
changing environment.

digital tools available to insured persons contributes to strengthening
the relationship between an insurer and its members. Digitalization
has opened a new era for customer service.
“Thanks to the digitalization process,
we are able to make the lives
of our insured members easier.”

Sending invoices using your mobile phone
Groupe Mutuel has developed the GMnet platform for its insured
members, providing full access to information, to which it added the
GMapp application. By using any mobile device, it is now possible to
send invoices electronically.

The insurance sector is undergoing a digital transformation
Today, an insurer is required to address two major issues: to automate
its processes while offering customised and individual responses
to customers’ requests. Over the past few years, digitalization has
become a central issue in the insurance industry for the purpose of
efficiency and to establish a closer relationship with insured persons.
Human mobility and rapid access to information have become
significant trends that must be taken into account when developing
digital projects. This is reflected in the ever more specific expectations
and requirements on the part of insured members who wish to be
able to view their file at any time in order to check their invoice
and refund status, the amounts used under the deductible or their
premium payments. An insurer has to make their life easier. Making

8
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Online tools: mobility, simplicity and security
Taking into account technological developments, lifestyle changes
and the importance of data security, Groupe Mutuel is making every
effort to develop its online platforms and applications, enhancing
them regularly with innovative and practical functionalities to make
them easy to use. For every project, one of the priorities before the
launch phase is to protect insured members’ data. Therefore, it is
crucial to have every project validated by the entities in charge of data
security and protection. Data is hosted in Switzerland and managed
inside the company within its own extremely secure computing
centres.

Philippe Buthey,
Chief Information Officer
“Data security is a major concern
for Groupe Mutuel.”

Testimonial

Andrea and Michael Blatter
(24 & 28), Bern

GMnet and GMapp

“GMnet helps save paper and everything
can be found very quickly. Deductibles,
co-insurance amounts and statements
of benefits can be viewed at a glance.
The homepage is user-friendly and
we appreciate being able to send
invoices directly to the insurer.”

GMnet online platform and its free mobile application GMapp were developed in 2016 to respond to insured members’ requirements.
Both tools have intuitive navigation making it easy to find information. When an insured person deposits a letter into his online account, he
automatically receives a notification by email. With GMnet, the insured person has direct access to the information related to his insurance
contract, including for his family members. Thanks to the platform, clients may send their documents online in just a few clicks and can easily
check the status of their deductible, statements of benefits and premium invoices.

Testimonial

Gloria Bellonia (32),
Lausanne
“GMapp is very pratical: all documents
may be accessed easily. Questions are
answered rapidly. And sending invoices
directly allows me to save time.”

Angélique Berguerand (29),
Orsières
“The whole family is using GMapp.
Now I only use my smartphone, including for
sending invoices, and I have noticed that my
invoices are refunded more rapidly.
When I am looking for something,
I only need to activate the application to find
what I need very quickly.”
10

Access your account in one click

Tobias Gamisch (40),
Würenlos
“I signed up to GMnet
to avoid having to use postal mail
and to reduce paper consumption.
And thanks to GMnet,
the process is faster.”

To facilitate contacts with clients and to respond to their questions
more rapidly, it is also possible to submit questions online, such as to
find out about specific offers or to order a new insurance card.

“GMnet confirms the strong relationship
between the insured person and Groupe Mutuel,
within a highly secure and protected environment.”
Olivier Follonier, Director

As to GMapp, this application supplements the
digital offer for insured persons. A number of
features are readily available: the possibility to send
invoices, check the status of refunds or premium
payments, verify payment deadlines or apply for
a payment extension. The relevant telephone
numbers are available for the insured person to
contact the appropriate persons directly. Wherever
he is, the insured member is able to access his
account at all times.

Presentation GMapp

Presentation GMnet
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Emilie Reymond (28),
Sergey

Ignilife

“With Ignilife, I selected two aspects I wanted
to work on: excess weight and physical
activity to which I added stress management.
The programme includes different types of
activities, such as reading, challenges and
exercises. I knew that I had a competitive
spirit but Ignilife unveiled this further. I can
go at my own pace. There is no imposed
rhythm which I appreciate very much.”

A stronger partnership
Available since 2015 on a mobile, tablet or computer, Ignilife, the
digital health and prevention platform, offers a unique experience that
helps each one of us to develop good habits in terms of health.

both on a social and economic level. Thanks to our partnership
with Ignilife, persons insured with Groupe Mutuel may benefit from
programmes related to nutrition, physical activity and mental health.

“With Ignilife, Groupe Mutuel is ever more committed
to health prevention.”
Vincent Claivaz, Director

The Ignilife programme offers customisation and entertainment
features for a full and interesting user experience and to allow each
and everyone of us to become the actor of his own health.

Mainly because we now live longer and healthier than before, Groupe
Mutuel is convinced that intelligent health prevention solutions are
beneficial. These solutions benefit each one of us individually since
prevention has a positive impact on the reduction of health costs,

To ensure that data remains confidential, Ignilife is equipped with
the highest security and confidentiality standards. These different
measures provide anonymity of data and traceability of account
access.

Andreas Steffes (41),
Basel
“I have been using Ignilife for some time
now. Therefore, I keep myself up to date with
new developments and am reminded every
day that I can do something positive for my
health. I find that the dialogue I have with
the online community as well as the different
articles are very useful, which makes the
application an excellent incentive.”

Laura Genillard (27),
Villeneuve

12
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Testimonial

“Ignilife is a clear and intuitive platform.
The articles are educational and interesting.
I like to be able to sign up to a programme
that includes practical exercises and tips to
improve one’s health. It is great to be able
to progress step by step, with an imposed
waiting time.”

Olivier Baillod (53),
Echallens
“I used the stress management programme
on the Ignilife platform. It contains lots of
very interesting advice and daily practical
exercises. I also found out more about
mindfulness and the benefits of meditation to
manage stress and strengthen self-esteem.”
13

Marco Cornaglia (41),
Lausanne University Hospital,
responsible for social insurance

Corporate xNet
A sustained relationship between a company and its insurer

“The Corporate xNet is equivalent to fast
and secure data transmission. Within a few
weeks, we were able to customise the tool
and adjust it to our specific needs.
The Corporate Xnet also allows us to compile
statistics, which is essential for audits.”

Absent employees are a serious problem for businesses. In addition to the organisation having to find a replacement for the sick or injured person,
administrative management can rapidly become a growing burden for the relevant departments. Thanks to the Corporate xNet, Groupe Mutuel is
able to support its clients during these critical periods.
“Corporate xNet provides a detailed and simplified view of your personal insurance plans at all times.”
Marlène Rast, Member of General Management

Andrea Bartas (45), Tamedia Zurich,
HR Administration Manager

Designed for medium and large businesses, the Corporate xNet
allows you to follow up cases of incapacity for work conveniently.
Thanks to this tool, cases of incapacity for work in case of illness
or accident can be managed efficiently. With a permanent and
confidential access to data, the platform provides an overall view
of contracts, including documents related to occupational benefits,
payment status, insurance coverage and the secure transmission of
medical certificates. By ensuring that the company and its insurer
are in close contact, the Corporate xNet allows the company to notify
and monitor cases of illness or accident at all times. Thanks to its
different features, such as online notification, the system contributes
to reducing administrative expenses significantly. The statistics
compilation function offers a concrete view of the current situation
and absence trends, thereby providing an incentive for companies to
implement an efficient health management policy.
These monitoring tools make it possible to highlight corporate health
indicators, while complying with medical secrecy. These are solid
foundations that help the corporate client to identify the main sources
of absence-related costs, determine actual causes and take the
appropriate measures. In this way, employees will benefit directly
from these advantages, which can involve adjusting the workplace,
thus encouraging employees to return to work more rapidly.
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Testimonial

“The Corporate xNet is extremely userfriendly. Thanks to its extra clear overall
structure, it is possible to obtain a good
overview and notifiying claims is very easy.
Since we are assigned a claim number
immediately, we are always one step ahead
and can provide an optimal service.”

Jean-Jacques Berger (62),
BISA Geneva, HR Manager
“One of the advantages of the Corporate
xNet is that you can connect to the insurer’s
services rapidly: a connection in real-time,
which allows you to open and handle a case
rapidly. From the user’s point of view, the
platform is user-friendly and practical in
terms of comfort.”

Vanesa Luzon Alvarez (36),
Groupe Mutuel, Villars-sur-Glâne,
Benefits Department

Nova

“It is easy to learn how to use Nova.
And it is possible to check Tarmed positions
and to correct any mistakes, which is
beneficial for cost-effectiveness”.

The vision has become reality
For many years now, digital tools have been part of Groupe Mutuel’s strategy. Nova was launched 12 years ago and since 2013 all of the data
of our member health insurers has been transferred to ensure full operations. With time and experience, and taking into account sociological
changes, we have ensured that processes are continually updated, modelled and digitized in order to better manage and contain administrative
expenses.

Kurt Niederberger (59),
Groupe Mutuel,
Zurich, Hospital benefits / EMS
“I have followed the development of Nova
since it was launched 12 years ago and
am able to say that this investment was
successful, for insured persons, partners and
employees alike. Nova undergoes continuous
development and our customers and partners
are able to benefit from services that are
continually improved.”

“Documents that are still sent in paper form are scanned by Groupe Mutuel employees.
In 2016, this represented over 11 million pages.”
Olivier Follonier, Director
Besides processing documents electronically, this tool now makes it possible
to manage partners, contracts and claims in an integrated manner, to view
individual files, offers, premiums and regulations and to manage financial
resources. One of its main purposes is to respond to the needs of insured
persons in ever shorter times. Each request is taken into account to improve
processes in the long-term. This responsiveness is crucial when dealing with
our insured members.
Our system allows us to automate the sequencing of business processes.
Combined with the dematerialization of incoming documents, a centralised
printing chain, a document storage warehouse and electronical flow
management, this system enables us to handle our operations efficiently and
professionally. Therefore, we guarantee the security and confidentiality of our
insured members’ data.

Ariana Sousa Silva (23),
Groupe Mutuel,
Sion, Benefits Department
“With Nova, we are able to find exactly what
we are looking for. The system is highly
intuitive, easy to use and comprehensive,
thus allowing us to access any relevant
external links rapidly.”

Designed in a modular format and oriented towards customers and business
processes, the Nova platform embodies the vision of a global system, with an
opening towards mobile media.
“One of Nova’s main purposes is to respond to the needs
of insured persons in ever shorter times.”
Olivier Follonier, Director

Testimonial
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Future perspectives
You can count on us tomorrow
By offering new perspectives for the healthcare sector, the digital revolution holds many promises for the improvement of quality and efficient
follow-up of medical treatments. The challenge is not only that the company remains flexible and adaptable to this environment, but also that it
develops its internal business processes.
Groupe Mutuel’s investment in the development of digital technology has not yet been completed, on the contrary. In addition to continually
improving our platforms and applications to offer the best technology possible to our insured members, one of our major challenges is data
protection and managing high-performing automation in the interest of our customers. While the insurance industry is adjusting its processes and
focusing its strategy on the digital economy, it is also considering, within the Swiss Insurance Association (ASA/SVV), the impact of digitalization
in the political arena where a full review of the data protection law is currently on the agenda.
We wish to continue to play a leadership role in innovation, creating added value and efficiency by integrating the digital revolution into our longterm considerations and projections.

“Innovation is a decisive factor in the
insurance industry. We must be bold and
dare to offer new tools and services to our
insured members, whether in-house or
externally.”

Human beings are at the centre of concerns for the purpose of innovation
To promote innovation and remain competitive in an ever-changing environment, we must be able to count on specific skills. Attracting talented
employees who are both technology savvy and client oriented remains a significant challenge.
These skills represent an undeniable and necessary asset for the development of Groupe Mutuel, whether for our different platforms and mobile
applications or for the automation of business processes such as our Nova platform. The same can be said for our customer services that are
improving on an ongoing basis. This global digitalization approach, initiated with our Nova platform, offers possibilities that allow us to respond
to expectations and future challenges.
The ongoing digital revolution in the insurance sector is only just beginning. New models will be created, in association with connected objects and
Big Data, where risk evaluation will become more and more personalised. Thanks to new technologies, health prevention will gain in importance.
With the boom of the collaborative economy, insurance of the future will become closer and closer to a customisable model, with insured persons
being able to define and change the extent and duration of their coverage and select their deductible. These promising projects, to be carried out
over the next 10 years, will allow us to be ever more responsive to clients’ needs while ensuring transparency and interaction.
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Paul Rabaglia,
Chief Executive Officer
“We must remain constantly aware of
technological changes and lifestyles in order
to be able to offer customised solutions.”
Rapport d’activité du Groupe Mutuel 2016
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Groupe Mutuel is an association at the service of
the insurance companies that have transferred the
management of their activities to it. Its administrative
infrastructure and employees are available for its member
insurers that are legally independent and have their own
bodies.
This pooling of resources allows for the development
of synergies that benefit all of our member companies
and, in the end, our clients. Services clearly distinguish
between the different insurance branches, in particular
compulsory health insurance (LAMal/KVG) and
supplemental insurance (LCA/VVG), as well as between
the different member insurers. These services are billed
to member companies according to objective distribution
keys based on the industry’s good practices and verified
by an independent auditor, so that each contribution is in
line with a company’s actual use of resources.
Groupe Mutuel can also offer its services to companies
that are not members of the Association. This is already
the case for health insurance and occupational benefits.
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Mutuel Assurance Maladie SA

n

n

Philos Assurance Maladie SA

n

n

Avenir Assurance Maladie SA

n

n

Easy Sana Assurance Maladie SA

n

n

SUPRA-1846 SA

n

n

Fondation AMB

n

n

Caisse-maladie du personnel communal
de la Ville de Neuchâtel

Life insurance

Occupational benefits

Daily allowance

Accident insurance pursuant to
LAA/UVG

Patrimony insurance (LCA/VVG)

LCA/VVG supplemental health
insurance

Groupe Mutuel,
Association d’assureurs

LAMal/KVG basic health insurance

Governance

n

Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA

n

n

n

n

Mutuel Assurances SA

n

n

n

n

Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA

n

Groupe Mutuel Prévoyance-GMP

n

Mutuelle Valaisanne de Prévoyance

n

Overview of member companies and partners of Groupe Mutuel and their activities
Six health insurers offering compulsory health insurance have transferred the administration of their activities to Groupe Mutuel, Association
d’assureurs, of which they are members: Mutuel Assurance Maladie SA, Philos Assurance Maladie SA, Avenir Assurance Maladie SA, Easy Sana
Assurance Maladie SA, SUPRA-1846 SA and Fondation AMB, as well as the Caisse-maladie du personnel communal de la Ville de Neuchâtel,
which is only operational in the daily allowance sector pursuant to LAMal/KVG. Private insurers offering supplemental health insurance and
responsible for marketing patrimony insurance, i.e. Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA and Mutuel Assurances SA, as well as the life insurer
Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA, also transfer their administration to Groupe Mutuel, Association d’assureurs, of which they are also members. Some
member insurers also offer accident insurance (LAA/UVG) and daily allowance in case of illness pursuant to LAMal/KVG and LCA/VVG.
Furthermore, two pension funds, Groupe Mutuel Prévoyance-GMP and Mutuelle Valaisanne de Prévoyance, have transferred their administrative
management to Groupe Mutuel, Association d’assureurs, of which they are not members.
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Groupe Mutuel Board and specialised committees
The Board is the strategic steering body of Groupe Mutuel, Association d’assureurs. It comprises a maximum of nine members who are elected for
two years. It defines the corporate positioning and strategy, is responsible for the ultimate direction and surveillance, sets out the organisational structure and the principles of the internal control system and represents the Association in dealing with third parties. It is supported in its work by three
specialised committees: the Audit Committee, the Strategic Committee and the Remuneration and Appointments Committee. These committees work
for Groupe Mutuel and for its member companies when provided for by the regulations of the latter. The committees report regularly to the Board.

K

R

The Audit Committee is chaired by Jean-Blaise Conne and comprises three other members of the Board. Its main task is to verify the integrity
of the financial information, compliance with legislation, internal regulations and guidelines, surveillance of the internal control system and audit
processes. It organises and assesses the performance, certification and independence of internal and external auditors.
The Strategic Committee is chaired by Urs Schwaller and comprises four other members of the Board. It defines and submits the strategy to the
Board, including by establishing long-term general corporate objectives. It monitors and assesses the structures of Groupe Mutuel on a regular
basis and suggests amendments in light of market trends, legislation or strategy. It is also responsible for discussing the proposals for strategic
partnerships which are received by the Association. It puts forward suggestions for improving the Swiss health system.
The Remuneration and Appointments Committee is chaired by Marc-André Ballestraz and comprises three other members of the Board. It
submits a number of proposals to the Board regarding the remuneration of Board and Executive Board members. This Committee is also responsible for the appointment and replacement of Board and Executive Board members. It sets the individual objectives of the Executive Board and
assesses them. It reviews the remuneration system on a regular basis.

The Board of Groupe
Mutuel
K
R
F
JB

U
JE
MA

JB

T

The Board’s specialised Committees

F

Karin Perraudin
Roland Eberle
Fabio Naselli Feo
Jean-Blaise Conne
Urs Schwaller
Jürg E. Tschanz
Marc-André Ballestraz
Thomas Boyer

The Board members of Groupe Mutuel as at 31 December 2016 (2016-2018 mandate) are:

U

Karin Perraudin (1974), President 1, 3 :
Roland Eberle (1953), Vice-President 2 :
Fabio Naselli Feo (1961), Secretary 2, 3 :
Marc-André Ballestraz (1956), Member 3 :
Thomas Boyer (1971), Member 1, 2 :
Jean-Blaise Conne (1952), Member 1, 3 :
Urs Schwaller (1952), Member 1, 2 :
Jürg E. Tschanz (1969), Member 2 :
1 : Member of the Audit Committee

Master’s degree in Business (HEC) / Certified chartered accountant
Board Director for various companies / President of Valais Wallis Promotion
Agricultural Engineer. Member of the Council of States
Entrepreneur / Founder and CEO of Univerre Pro Uva SA
Master’s degree in Commercial and Industrial Sciences / Certified chartered accountant
President of the accounting firm Fidag SA
Master’s degree in Business (HEC)
Member of the General Management of Groupe Mobilière Assurances
Certified chartered accountant. Board Director for various companies
Doctor of Law / Lawyer
Board Director for various companies / Former Member of the Council of States
Master in Business Administration. Board Director for various companies and entrepreneur
2 : Member of the Strategic Committee

3 : Member of the Remuneration and Appointments Committee
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Executive Board
The operational management of Groupe Mutuel and its member companies is under the responsibility of the Executive Board that was made up
of five to six members in 2016. The Executive Board implements the strategies approved by the Board and applies management and risk management principles. Furthermore, it monitors legal and regulatory developments and ensures compliance with the latter.

Paul Rabaglia (1967):
Vincent Claivaz (1969):

Chief Executive Officer: Master’s degree in Business (HEC)
Client Management: Graduate degree in Catering and Tourism /
Master’s degree in Hospital Management
Olivier Follonier (1960):
Organisation: Economist
Thomas J. Grichting (1964):
General Secretariat: Doctor of Law / Lawyer
Samuel Marchetti (1971 - † 27.03.2016): Accounting and Finance: Qualified Expert in Finance and Controlling
Sophie Revaz (1983):
Legal Department and Human Resources: Master’s degree in Law / Lawyer

Code of conduct
The Board and Executive Board adopted a Code of Conduct that applies to all of Groupe Mutuel’s activities.
The Code of Conduct clearly sets out the ethical and professional values held by Groupe Mutuel, as well as
behaviour instructions for its staff. The executive bodies and employees of Groupe Mutuel or its member
companies must all comply with the Code of Conduct.

Internal control system

Vincent Claivaz, Paul Rabaglia, Olivier Follonier, Sophie Revaz, Thomas J. Grichting

The Board adopted guidelines and principles for risk management and control. It requested that the Executive Board implement the latter. The risk management process and internal control system help to identify
and assess potential risks and to take the appropriate measures.
The implementation of risk management and the internal control system follows the “Three Lines of Defence” model. The first line of defence is represented by operational managers and business units. The
second line of defence is represented by monitoring functions, including compliance, internal control, risk
management and the actuarial department. Internal audit is the third line of defence.
Monitoring functions and internal audit have unrestricted access to information and carry out their activities
independently.
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Organisational chart as at 31 December 2016
Compliance function
The compliance function is responsible for ensuring compliance with legislation and with the internal and external regulations of Groupe Mutuel,
as well as those of the companies having transferred the compliance function to the latter.

Internal control and risk management
The internal control and risk management functions are responsible for integrated risk and control management, including the independent
assessment of risks and control and the coordination of the internal control system.

Internal Audit
The internal audit supports the Board in its oversight function. It regularly informs the Board of its findings and suggests improvements.

Remuneration of the members of the Board
and Executive Board
Setting the remuneration for Groupe Mutuel’s Board and for the Boards of Directors of its member companies is governed by regulations that were
adopted by the bodies of all member companies of the Association. Remuneration includes fixed fees and the reimbursement of representation
or travel costs. No variable bonus is granted. For all member companies of the Association, the regulations limit the annual remuneration to
CHF 25,000 for the President and to CHF 24,000 for other Board Members. The total yearly remuneration of the members of the Board and the
Boards of Directors is also capped, regardless of the number of boards on which they serve within the Association and its member companies.
The limit is CHF 200,000 for the President and CHF 80,000 for other board members. CHF 10,000 is added to these amounts for participation
in a committee, but no more than CHF 20,000.
Upon proposal of the Remuneration and Appointments Committee, the Board sets the remuneration of the members of the Executive Board. This
remuneration includes a salary (a basic salary and a variable bonus which cannot exceed 20% of the basic salary), occupational benefits and
other allowances. The variable bonus is calculated taking into account predefined criteria which are based on individual and corporate results.
During the 2016 financial year, the total annual remuneration for all Executive Board members was CHF 2,398,819: CHF 1,985,076 for salaries,
CHF 194,400 for occupational benefits and CHF 219,343 for other allowances. The highest total remuneration was CHF 520,153, i.e. a salary
of CHF 435,084, CHF 43,200 for occupational benefits and CHF 41,869 for other allowances.
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Financial report
Groupe Mutuel demonstrates its solidity
In 2016, despite an uncertain global economy, Switzerland stood
out by maintaining a certain stability. Economic actors in Switzerland
managed to show a real sense of adaptability. Deeply rooted in the
national economic fabric, Groupe Mutuel demonstrated its solidity by
achieving satisfying results.

verification has optimised costs for insured persons. Invoice checking
and correction have allowed us to reduce expenses by 10.3%,
which represents close to CHF 600 million. By centralising and
scanning documents on the Nova platform, Groupe Mutuel reduced
administrative costs per insured person by 8.7%.

The turnover of health insurance activities reached CHF 5.35 billion
(4.99 billion in 2015), that is an increase of 7.2%. Despite tough
competition, a balanced result was achieved thanks to the strong
performance of the health insurance activities. In the same way,
the turnover of life insurance activities increased by 3.3% to reach
CHF 88.6 million, which was also due to the arrival of 4,400 new
clients. Corporate insurance also registered a significant increase
(+11%) with a turnover of CHF 322.3 million. This success is
reflected in the number of insured companies which now reaches
close to 20,000.

For all health insurers, health costs saw a futher rise. This increase did
not relent in 2016, reaching +5.5%. Progress by type of healthcare
provider followed this trend. In 2016, the costs of outpatient
treatments increased as they did in 2015, reaching +9.1%. This can
be explained by the transfer of inpatient treatments to this sector.
Insurers contribute fully to the costs of outpatient treatments whereas
cantons fund inpatient treatments on average by 55%, with the rest
accruing to insurers. Therefore, as demanded by health insurers,
it is urgent to rectify this false incentive rate. The overall cost of
outpatient treatments is much lower than the corresponding costs in
the inpatient sector. This beneficial effect, which can be explained by
the progress of medical care, must be visible for the insured person.
To shorten hospital stays, without undermining the quality of medical
care, is a medium-term objective.

The digitalization strategy that was implemented over the past 12
years has also provided grounds for satisfaction and this proves that
Groupe Mutuel has chosen the right approach. Therefore, invoice

The average increases for all health insurers and per healthcare provider are as follows: +14.3% physiotherapists, +9.1% outpatient care,
+7.9% laboratories, +6.1% doctors, +5.2% drugs, +3.3% care homes (EMS)/”Spitex” home help organisations and +1.33% inpatient care.
For 2016, Groupe Mutuel is pleased to have maintained a stable number of members. Although between 8.6% and 9% of clients have switched
insurers according to the estimates of santésuisse, 1.235 million insured persons continue to place their trust in Groupe Mutuel.
Statistics from santésuisse, the umbrella organisation for health insurers.
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A balanced result for health insurance
activities
The result for health insurance activities was CHF -1.3 million (-127.1 million in 2015).
Despite an uncertain and highly volatile context, Groupe Mutuel achieved a good investment
performance in the financial markets. Therefore, performance was 2.2% (+0.5% in 2015).
Investment revenue reached CHF 63 million in 2016 (17.3 million in 2015). The turnover of
health insurance activities reached CHF 5.35 billion (4.99 billion in 2015), that is an increase
of 7.2%. This represents an excellent performance for an activity sector subject to strong
competition.

Health
Overall result for health insurance activities: CHF -1.3 million
Compulsory insurance (LAMal/KVG): medical benefits for insured persons increased by 6.3%
Administrative costs dropped to 3.9% of premium amounts (CHF 134 per insured member)
The number of persons with compulsory health insurance (AOS/OKP) as at 1 January 2017
remained stable, at 1,235,583 (-1.7%)
The results of LCA/VVG insurance increased to reach CHF 73.2 million (+41.3%)

Increase in turnover
The amount of gross premiums reached CHF 4.5 billion (4.2 billion in 2015). Insurance
benefits paid out after the deduction of co-insurance amounts increased by 6.3% to reach
CHF 4.1 billion (3.9 billion in 2015). The average cost per AOS/OKP insured person reached
CHF 3,447 in 2016, namely an increase of 3.1%, including the amount for risk compensation
(CHF 171) and the allocation to the reserve for outstanding claims (CHF 58). Groupe Mutuel
insurers paid out a total amount of CHF 216.7 million into the risk compensation fund in favour
of other insurers (CHF 213.9 million in 2015).

LAMal/KVG administrative expenses
dropped by 8.7%
Groupe Mutuel attaches special importance to the quality of its administrative management, by
ensuring that operating costs are contained as much as possible, while offering comprehensive
services and professional advice to its customers. Administrative expenses were CHF 134 per
insured person, which represents a reduction of 8.7%. Therefore, administrative expenses
now represent 3.9% of premium amounts. This result was achieved thanks in particular to
the efficient verification of medical invoices. It also reflects the positive impact of the Nova
platform and digitalization measures on operational efficiency in favour of customer services
(GMnet and GMapp).

Spot Health insurance activities
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Invoice verification: digitalization
at the service of insured persons
in order to contain costs
In 2016, Groupe Mutuel received medical invoices for a total amount of close to CHF 5.8
billion, all types of treatments included. Thank to our digitalization strategy, monitoring and
correcting invoices allowed us to reduce expenses by 10.3%, i.e. close to CHF 600 million,
which represents a relief on the same amount of premiums.
In 2016, the most significant savings were made for outpatient hospital care and doctors
(CHF 152.2 million), other outpatient care (CHF 135.7 million), inpatient hospitalisation care
and EMS care homes (CHF 127.4 million) and drugs (CHF 27.1 million).
As to the average time for processing invoices, our objective is to reimburse insured persons
within 15 days, which involves processing invoices in-house within up to eight days. In 2016,
we met this objective for most types of healthcare benefits with an average processing time
of four days.

Increase in medical benefits for insured members
The following table shows that 80% of insured members’ costs are distributed between doctors, hospitals (inpatient and outpatient care) as well
as drugs. This distribution key has not changed for several decades.
Amounts in CHF million

Distribution in %

Per insured person in CHF

1,087.2

22.0%

863

2. Hospitals (inpatient)

946.5

19.2%

751

3. Drugs

836.4

16.9%

664

4. Hospitals (outpatient)

787.4

15.9%

625

5. Laboratories

298.0

6.0%

237

6. Other

271.8

5.5%

216

7. Care homes (EMS)

221.7

4.5%

176

8. Risk compensation

216.7

4.4%

171

9. Physiotherapists

146.6

3.0%

116

126.1

2.6%

100

1. Doctors

10. Home care

Gross AOS/OKP benefits per healthcare provider, including risk compensation, paid by Groupe Mutuel health insurers in 2016.

Number of persons insured under the AOS/OKP insurance
Thanks to invoice verification, expenses were reduced by 10.3%
Outpatient hospital care and doctors: savings of CHF 152.2 million
Other outpatient care: savings of CHF 135.7 million
Inpatient hospitalisation care and EMS care homes: savings of CHF 127.4 million
Drugs: savings of CHF 27.1 million
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In 2016, the number of persons insured with Groupe Mutuel remained stable. As at 1 January 2017, the number of persons insured with Groupe
Mutuel under basic insurance was 1,235,583 million, i.e. less 22,017 insured persons (-1.7%).

Private supplemental insurance (LCA/VVG)
Private supplemental insurance plans offer customised solutions tailored to individual needs. This coverage supplements the benefits offered by
the basic insurance (LAMal/KVG). Due to greater entrepreneurial freedom in this area, Groupe Mutuel is able to offer a wider range of products
and regularly shows innovation in developing new insurance solutions. These offers are made by two private insurance companies, Groupe Mutuel
Assurances GMA SA and Mutuel Assurances SA. The overall results for these activities reached CHF 73.2 million in 2016 (51.8 million in 2015),
i.e. an increase of 41.3%. This result also includes LCA/VVG daily allowance coverage. These activities remain financially solid.
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Continued progress in our business

Life

The turnover of life insurance increased by 3.3% to reach CHF 88.6 million (85.8 million in
2015). This continued progress in terms of amounts is positive within the current economic
context.
In 2016, Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA registered the arrival of 4,400 new clients. The number
of managed contracts is 39,527 (37,934 in 2015).

Positive results

Turnover increased to reach CHF 88.6 million (+3.3%)
Close to 40,000 managed contracts
Overall investment performance: +0.74%

With a market value performance of +1.1% on its own investments, the results achieved
by Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA are satisfying in view of the interest rates trend for the
relevant period. Life insurance plans linked to investment funds achieved a slightly negative
performance of -0.64%. Therefore, for financial year 2016, the overall performance of the
company reached +0.74%.

Spot Life insurance activities
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Successful diversification
As part of its diversification strategy, Groupe Mutuel now offers several types of patrimony
insurance plans (legal protection, personal liability and household insurance) pursuant to
LCA/VVG, which make up our new patrimony insurance activities.

Patrimony
Successful diversification
Our customers appreciate the advantages of our products:
monthly premiums and unique added value in terms of coverage

These activities maintained their progression within a strongly competitive environment. The
turnover increased from CHF 13.9 million in 2015 to CHF 16.7 million in 2016, i.e. an increase of +20.4%.

Our new products meet consumer demand
This result is due in particular to the launch of our new personal liability and household in
surance as well as to the increase in the number of customers choosing to take out legal
protection insurance.
Our clients appreciate the advantages of our products that respond to their needs and
concerns: monthly premiums, coverage for damage to own vehicle and coverage for earthquakes with the household insurance, as well innovative insurance coverage such as financial
defaulting of the liable person for the personal liability insurance.

Spot Patrimony insurance activities
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Daily allowance insurance in case of illness
and accident insurance
Excellent increase in turnover by +11%

This year, corporate insurance registered a significant increase by 11% more than in the
previous year. Close to 20,000 companies are now insured with us. Overall, daily allowance
in case of illness and accident insurance recorded a turnover of CHF 322.3 million (290.4
million in 2015). The range of instruments and solutions implemented by Groupe Mutuel
demonstrates its expertise in terms of corporate insurance.

Corporate
Daily allowance insurance in case of illness and accident insurance
Increase in turnover by 11%
Close to 20,000 companies have placed their trust in us
Occupational benefits: high return on retirement assets and a solid coverage

Turnover for daily allowance insurance in case of illness reached CHF 241.9 million (220.8
million in 2015). This represents an increase of 9.5% while accident insurance turnover
amounted to CHF 80.4 million (69.6 million in 2015), i.e. an increase of 15.5%.

Occupational benefits (LPP/BVG)

High returns on individual accounts together with a solid coverage
The two pension funds of Groupe Mutuel made solid progress both with regard to the level of
premium amounts and the number of member companies. The financial situation of Groupe
Mutuel Prévoyance-GMP and Mutuelle Valaisanne de Prévoyance is particularly sound. The
reserves designed to guarantee commitments in favour of insured persons are entirely built
up and the financial year results allow for the allocation of an additional interest once again in
2017, as was the case in 2016.

Remuneration of retirement savings at a
higher rate than the minimum LPP/BVG rate
Upon decision of the Pension Boards, retirement savings will be remunerated in 2017 at a
rate of 1.75%, that is an increase of 0.75% which will be added to the minimum interest rate
of 1.00% (minimum LPP/BVG rate for 2017). This remuneration is added to the minimum
statutory retirement benefits (LPP/BVG) and to supplemental benefits. Following the allocation
of this interest, the coverage ratio remains at an excellent average level of 115% for the two
pension funds.
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Summary of results

Illness and accident sector – Key figures

2016

2015

Variation in %

-1.3

-127.1

-99.0%

1,268,054

1,227,332

3.3%

2016

2015

Variation in %

4,507.1

4,187.7

7.6%

LCA/VVG insurance

745.0

719.2

3.6%

LAA/UVG insurance

80.4

69.6

15.5%

Other

16.9

14.0

20.6%

5,349.4

4,990.5

7.2%

In CHF, per person insured under AOS/OKP

2016

2015

Variation in %

Collected premiums

3,483

3,344

4.2%

Net benefits paid out

-3,209

-3,122

2.8%

-9

-9

0.7%

-58

-38

50.6%

Risk compensation

-171

-174

-1.9%

Administrative expenses

-134

-147

-8.7%

Total insurance expense

-3,447

-3,344

3.1%

3.9%

4.4%

-0.5%

Annual performance (in CHF million)
Number of AOS/OKP insured persons
The accounts for the financial year that ended on 31 December 2016 were established with the purpose
of providing an overall view of the activities, results and financial situation of Groupe Mutuel member
companies that are active in health and accident insurance.
The companies included in the scope of this presentation finalised their accounts as at 31 December.
Compulsory health insurance (LAMal/KVG)
Optional LAMal/KVG and LCA/VVG daily allowance insurance, governed by the Federal Insurance
Supervisory Law (LSA/VAG), the Federal Law on Insurance Contracts (LCA/VVG) and the Federal
Law on Health Insurance (LAMal/KVG)
Supplemental insurance plans, governed by the Federal Insurance Supervisory Law (LSA/VAG) and
the Federal Law on Insurance Contracts (LCA/VVG)
Accident insurance, governed by the Federal Law on Accident Insurance (LAA/UVG)
Reinsurance

These activities were represented by the following companies in 2016:
Foundations: Fondation AMB, Caisse-maladie du personnel communal de la Ville de Neuchâtel
Not-for-profit stock companies: Mutuel Assurance Maladie SA, Philos Assurance Maladie SA,
Avenir Assurance Maladie SA, Easy Sana Assurance Maladie SA, SUPRA-1846 SA
Profit-making stock companies: Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA, Mutuel Assurances SA

Supervisory authorities:
FOPH (Federal Office of Public Health - Bern), responsible for the supervision of compulsory health
insurance
FINMA (Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority), responsible for the supervision of
supplemental insurance
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Turnover by sector of activity*
LAMal/KVG insurance

Total

Other technical expenses
Variation of technical provisions

Administrative expenses in relation to collected premiums

* in CHF million
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Key figures (continued)
Total provisions for outstanding claims*
As a % of net insurance benefits

Profit and loss account – Summary 2016 and 2015
Insurance revenue

2016

2015

Variation in %

1,294.7

1,211.3

6.9%

Premiums acquired for own account

27.2%

27.1%

0.1%

Other insurance revenue

2016

2015

5,331,260,066

4,976,619,965

18,158,832

13,874,012

5,349,418,898

4,990,493,977

-4,723,925,476

-4,437,219,956

-98,708,068

-88,405,814

Acquisition and operating expenses

-320,907,571

-316,663,991

-216,712,965

-213,865,742

-27,212,822

-26,047,159

-5,387,466,902

-5,082,202,664

-38,048,004

-91,708,686

Investment revenue

63,003,828

17,320,158

Other financial expenses and revenue

-1,856,769

935,977

405,852

-33,766,153

23,504,907

-107,218,705

-24,795,811

-19,916,385

-1,290,904

-127,135,090

Technical revenue of insurance operations
2016

2015

Variation in %

LCA/VVG technical and non-technical provisions*

414.3

410.7

0.9%

As a % of net LCA/VVG premiums

55.6%

57.1%

-1.5%

Insurance expenses
Claims expenses
Variation of technical provisions

Total equity*
As a % of net premiums

2016

2015

Variation in %

1,387.0

1,408.3

-1.5%

Risk compensation

25.9%

28.2%

-2.3%

Other technical expenses for own account
Technical expenses of insurance operations

2016

2015

Variation in %

Total LAMal/KVG equity*

469.6

567.0

-17.2%

As a % of net LAMal/KVG premiums

10.3%

13.4%

-3.1%

* in CHF million

Technical result of insurance operations

Exceptional expenses and revenue

Annual results before tax

Direct tax
Profit/loss for the financial year
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Profit and loss account by sector of activity – Illness and accident
LAMal/KVG insurance 1

In CHF

LCA/VVG insurance 2

LAA/UVG insurance 3

Other services 4

Total

2016

2015

Variation
in %

2016

2015

Variation
in %

2016

2015

Variation
in %

2016

2015

Variation
in %

2016

2015

Variation
in %

4,506,504,920

4,187,653,222

7.6%

744,172,290

719,215,176

3.5%

80,414,449

69,645,198

15.5%

168,407

106,369

58.3%

5,331,260,066

4,976,619,965

7.1%

597,871

-

100.0%

861,812

-

100.0%

1,031

-

100.0%

16,698,118

13,874,013

20.4%

18,158,832

13,874,012

30.9%

4,507,102,791

4,187,653,222

7.6%

745,034,102

719,215,176

3.6%

80,415,480

69,645,198

15.5%

16,866,525

13,980,381

20.6%

5,349,418,898

4,990,493,977

7.2%

-4,142,715,423

-3,896,586,827

6.3%

-538,546,638

-504,375,034

6.8%

-42,064,881

-35,944,231

17.0%

-598,534

-313,864

90.7%

-4,723,925,476

-4,437,219,956

6.5%

-70,831,649

-48,033,438

47.5%

-10,920,176

-29,086,774

-62.5%

-16,502,979

-11,293,748

46.1%

-453,264

8,145

N/A

-98,708,068

-88,405,814

11.7%

Acquisition and operating expenses

-182,172,548

-192,210,635

-5.2%

-119,814,113

-104,239,257

14.9%

-13,448,053

-13,865,502

-3.0%

-5,472,857

-6,348,598

-13.8%

-320,907,571

-316,663,991

1.3%

Risk compensation

-216,712,965

-213,865,742

1.3%

-

-

0.0%

-

-

0.0%

-

-

0.0%

-216,712,965

-213,865,742

1.3%

-13,167,975

-12,239,505

7.6%

-6,566,127

-7,765,180

-15.4%

-1,240,210

-1,146,053

8.2%

-6,238,510

-4,896,421

27.4%

-27,212,822

-26,047,159

4.5%

-4,625,600,560

-4,362,936,146

6.0%

-675,847,054

-645,466,244

4.7%

-73,256,123

-62,249,534

17.7%

-12,763,165

-11,550,739

10.5%

-5,387,466,902

-5,082,202,664

6.0%

-118,497,769

-175,282,923

-32.4%

69,187,048

73,748,932

-6.2%

7,159,357

7,395,664

-3.2%

4,103,360

2,429,641

68.9%

-38,048,004

-91,708,686

-58.5%

31,031,353

23,054,464

34.6%

25,962,064

-4,362,882

N/A

5,379,345

-867,079

N/A

631,065

-504,346

N/A

63,003,828

17,320,158

N/A

-191,449

904,134

N/A

-1,350,305

22,699

N/A

-279,492

4,686

N/A

-35,521

4,458

N/A

-1,856,769

935,977

N/A

412,341

-33,612,946

N/A

-5,671

-134,972

-95.8%

-705

-15,383

-95.4%

-113

-2,853

-96.0%

405,852

-33,766,153

-101.2%

-

-

0.0%

-20,571,899

-17,464,448

17.8%

-2,963,000

-1,881,887

57.4%

-1,260,912

-570,051

121.2%

-24,795,811

-19,916,385

24.5%

-87,245,525

-184,937,271

-52.8%

73,221,236

51,809,329

41.3%

9,295,505

4,636,002

100.5%

3,437,880

1,356,850

153.4%

-1,290,904

-127,135,090

-99.0%

Insurance revenue
Premiums acquired for own account
Other insurance revenue
Technical revenue of insurance operations

Insurance expenses
Claims expenses
Variation of technical provisions

Other technical expenses for own account
Technical expenses of insurance operations

Technical result of insurance operations

Investment revenue
Other financial expenses and revenue
Exceptional expenses and revenue
Direct tax
Profit/loss for the financial year
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1

LAMal/KVG insurance: this area of activity comprises compulsory health insurance and optional daily allowance insurance pursuant to LAMal/KVG which are offered by Avenir Assurance Maladie SA, Easy Sana
Assurance Maladie SA, Mutuel Assurance Maladie SA, Philos Assurance Maladie SA, SUPRA-1846 SA, Fondation AMB and Caisse-maladie du personnel communal de la Ville de Neuchâtel.

2

LCA/VVG insurance: this area of activity comprises all supplemental insurance products pursuant to LCA/VVG as well as LCA/VVG daily allowance insurance which are offered by Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA
and Mutuel Assurances SA.
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3

LAA/UVG insurance: insurance products under LAA/UVG are offered by Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA and Mutuel Assurances SA.

4

Other services: insurance products offered by Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA and Mutuel Assurances SA as intermediaries.
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Comparative balance sheets at 31 December 2016 and 2015
Assets

In CHF

31.12.2016

31.12.2015

2,757,722,401

2,680,104,203

35,034,250

3,994,812

663,155,122

708,483,097

10,028,973

7,869,204

0

11,147

451,290,427

422,838,100

Other receivables

16,757,812

13,536,662

Accrued income

110,680,736

122,591,570

4,044,669,721

3,959,428,794

31.12.2016

31.12.2015

1,807,485,053

1,718,956,248

Non-technical provisions

245,692,300

276,648,000

Liabilities resulting from insurance operations

354,725,185

391,521,822

Liabilities on derivative financial instruments

34,980,290

4,024,490

214,808,520

160,008,959

2,657,691,348

2,551,159,519

16,510,000

16,510,000

Legal reserves resulting from capital contributions

5,910,805

5,910,805

Legal reserves resulting from profit

8,500,000

8,300,000

1,288,082,628

1,436,458,294

Profit/loss for the financial year

-1,290,904

-127,135,090

Other free reserves – compensation fund

69,265,844

68,225,269

Total equity

1,386,978,373

1,408,269,277

Total liabilities

4,044,669,721

3,959,428,796

Capital investment
Receivables on derivative financial instruments
Cash assets
Reinsurer’s share in technical provisions
Tangible assets
Receivables resulting from insurance operations

Total assets

Liabilities
Technical provisions

Deferred income
Total provisions and external liabilities
Capital stock

Accounting principles and assessment methods
Presentation of accounts
The accounts present the financial situation of the company in a way such that a third party may arrive at an informed judgement. The financial
statements are prepared based on the assumption regarding continuity of business.
Changes in the presentation of accounts
The financial statements for 2015 were adjusted in some cases, with no impact on the income for 2015, with the purpose of improving the comparability between periods. Foreign currency forward contracts are presented in the receivables and liabilities on derivative financial instruments. Up
until now, these investment vehicles had been included in the cash assets. The comparative accounts for 2015 were restated accordingly.
Date of the balance sheet
The reference closing date is 31 December.
Assessment principles
The financial statements were prepared according to the principle of periodical adjustments and of matching expenses to revenue as well to the
principle of historical costs, unless otherwise specified. The assessment is carried out in a consistent manner for all balance sheet items. The principles of consistency and individual assessment of assets and liabilities apply to the financial statements.
Capital investments
Capital investments are assessed at current values. Variations in value are recorded as unrealised gains in revenues or as unrealised losses in
expenses on the income statement. Current values are understood in principle to mean the market values for all capital investments. Accrued
interests appear in accrued income.
Receivables on derivative financial instruments
Foreign currency forward contracts are assessed at market value on the closing date. They are shown on a gross basis in the receivables and liabilities on derivative financial instruments. Variations in value are recorded in other financial revenue and other financial expenses.

Optional reserves resulting from profit
Carry-forward of profits
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Cash assets
This item includes liquidities and is valued at nominal value.
Tangible assets
Tangible assets are stated in the balance sheet at their purchase cost, less the cumulated depreciation, and are depreciated on a straight-line basis
over their estimated useful life.
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Impressum

Receivables arising from insurance operations and other receivables
Receivables are valued at nominal value, less any value adjustments. Provisions for receivables are calculated individually on different types of
debtors and due dates in order to cover risks of cash receipt losses.
Accruals
With accruals, it is possible to match interests on assets and liabilities, commission as well as other revenue and expenses with the relevant financial
periods with a view to complying with the principle of periodical adjustments.
Technical provisions
Provisions for outstanding claims, including provisions for the costs of processing claims, are calculated according to the historical liquidation rate
method. These provisions are used to estimate claims incurred during the year but not yet paid because not yet notified by the claimant, as well as
claims pending payment or only partially paid. Other technical provisions are calculated according to recognised actuarial methods.
Non-technical provisions
Provisions for capital investment risks are recorded for specific market risks related to capital investments in order to take into account fluctuations in
current values. The valuation method adopted is the “risk adjusted capital ratio”. The rate of provisioning is defined according to the expected return
on investment by integrating various risk factors (volatility of the strategy, expected performance of the strategy/allocation, degree of probability).
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Liabilities arising from insurance operations and other liabilities
Liabilities to third parties are valued at nominal value. Where, as a result of past events, a loss of advantages can be expected for future financial
years, provisions charged to the profit and loss account are immediately made for the amount which will probably be necessary.
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Groupe Mutuel Association d’assureurs
Santé ® Vie ® Patrimoine ® Entreprise ®

Groupe Mutuel Association d’assureurs
Gesundheit ® Leben ® Vermögen ® Unternehmen ®

Groupe Mutuel Association d’assureurs
Salute ® Vita ® Patrimonio ® Impresa ®

Groupe Mutuel Association d’assureurs
Health ® Life ® Patrimony ® Corporate ®
Groupe Mutuel
Rue des Cèdres 5 - P.O. Box - CH-1919 Martigny
Insurance company members of Groupe Mutuel, Association d’assureurs: Avenir Assurance Maladie SA – Easy Sana Assurance Maladie SA – Mutuel Assurance Maladie SA – Philos Assurance Maladie SA
SUPRA-1846 SA – Fondation AMB – CM Ville de Neuchâtel – Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA – Mutuel Assurances SA – Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA
Pension funds managed by Groupe Mutuel: Groupe Mutuel Prévoyance GMP – Mutuelle Valaisanne de Prévoyance

